
About Patriot Outdoors 

- Industry: Lawn Care


-	Number of Employees: 2


-	Typical Documents Sent: Marketing Materials


-	Postal Services Used: First Class Mail

The Challenge
Patriot Outdoors is a landscaping company that focuses on lawn care and other outdoorneeds. They typically send a 

high volume of mail seasonally to advertise to prospectivecustomers and invoice existing customers. Each year when 

their busy season wasapproaching and they were preparing to send out their marketing materials the founder Mark

found himself trying to recruit friends and family to help with the labor intensive and timeconsuming task. As one could 

expect, it was a tough sell and he often ended up doing muchof the manual work himself.



During seasonal sending, Mark could spend up to 60 hours—or 2 ½ working days—preparingand sending mail. This mail 

preparation included procuring mailing supplies, then printing,stuffing and stamping over 800 pieces of mail! There 

were also times he would run out ofsupplies such as toner and envelopes, even finding himself having to play amateur 

repairmanand replace the drum in his printer. Mark really needed a way to avoid this tedious andcumbersome chore so 

that he could focus on doing what he does best: caring for lawns.



Realizing this process was eating into his business’ profitability due to its inefficiency, PatriotOutdoors began to look for 

an alternative, automated solution.

Patriot Outdoors required a 

mail solution that could: 


Reduce the amount of 
time spent on sending 

marketing materials 
and invoices

Save mailing lists for 
quick repeat 

sending in the future

Be easy and 

straightforward to use

The Solution

Patriot Outdoors spent a few days searching for alternative solutions that would make 

sendingtheir marketing materials less time consuming. They evaluated having their mail 

sent andprinted through UPS. While the UPS option would have worked, it was not as 

convenient, costeffective or easy to use as Switch. After trying both services, Patriot 

Outdoors ultimatelydecided to go with Switch.

Switch was selected as the best fit for the 

following reasons:

The top notch, sleek user interface was 

easy to use, intuitive and made it easy to 

sendmail.

The ability to upload and save lists allowed 

for faster sending in the future.

The mail sent through Switch looked like 

official business mail, helping build Patriot

Outdoors’ professional reputation

The amount of time and money saved by 

avoiding manual labor

The address verification tools ensured no 

money was wasted on returned mail

Key Results
Patriot Outdoors started to use Switch and saw immediate benefits, including:

1. Gained 60 hours previously spent on mail preparation + mail sending

2. Saved over $600 on mailing costs each year

3. Appeared more professional to customers

4. Provided better customer service with more time to focus on clients

“Sometimes, a personal interaction with a customer is the best course of action. I likeSwitch because I get to 

target my customers, I can use color printing, it has aprofessional look when received...and has a personal 

feel to it. Digital marketing is good,but there is no substitute for personal mail via USPS”


- Mark, Owner

Patriot Outdoors: Handling The 
Seasonal Mail Rush With Ease

www.switchmail.com

Once Switch was selected it took less than 10 minutes for Patriot Outdoors to set up.


 Theyquickly were able to realize the efficiencies and cost savings of sending mail online vs the oldfashioned way

—and there’s no going back.


About Switch 

Switch is an online mailing solution that allows customers to send First Class and Certified Mail 

from their desktop or mobile device. Eliminate mail preparation and the cost of Postage supplies 

and start sending your mail online.

Visit us at switchmail.com 


